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Friday, July 1 of 2016

DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA, TO
THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS?????

To My missionary of peace children

Children,

As an inner synthesis of the mission in Paraguay, recognize everything that in the last days has been
transforming within each one of you and offer it to God.

Offer to the Father your expectations, your aspirations of having done more than you did, of taking
to your brothers and sisters a more concrete aid, that would bring them a more worthy and healthy
life.

Offer to the Father the aspiration of having taught and of having learned with the original peoples,
of giving them love and charity and of receiving a learning of simplicity and purity.

Offer to the Father everything that in the last days was healed and transmuted in the human
consciousness as the mistakes from the past.

Offer to the Father your efforts of each day, for following what I had told you and also every time in
which you forgot My words.

I would like that this mission would mark an inner deepening of the missionary of peace task, a
greater disposition of the apprentices of the Christic charity in fulfilling a spiritual role and not only
a material one. May the mission, that happens in spirit, be an increasingly priority in your lives.

Each time that you learn to value what happens in the invisible worlds and understand that it is there
that the real mission has its results, as Divinity, We can open other paths in the human
consciousness and liberate situations each time more profound and rooted, each time more ancient
and unconscious for the present humanity.

Children, there are not many missionaries of the present days who serve in matter being conscious
of spiritual reflections of their mission. It is therefore that the Creator is so attentive to your
movements and follows you with so much love by means of Our Presence and Our Words.

May the missionary of peace spirit expand itself in the human consciousness and may your
disposition in deepening the inner transformation - as a form to give a more crystalline service each
day - be as a code for humanity that will impel it; an example that gives other servers a spiritual
meaning to their own service.

If you dispose yourselves to live the transformation and assume taking steps for your own
redemption, you will help many others, who ramble in the world without knowing what to do and
who, by your examples, will discover the essence of service, that is more than a social act, it is the
path to the Christic life.
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I thank you for continuing and for never giving up the transformation.

Believe, children, that the redemption is within reach of every one who says "yes". And if, at the
same time in which you walk towards the redemption of spirit, you do true service, you will open
the doors for the redemption of the blind and indifferent ones.

I encourage the whole Planetary Mission Network to continue deepening themselves in essence of
the service and to make contact with the indigenous peoples as a form of repairing everything they
have lived in the four corners of the world.

Your Father and Companion in missions of peace,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


